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Nick Jans leads us into his "found" home—the Eskimo village of Ambler, Alaska, and the vast

wilderness around it. In his powerful essays, the rhythms of daily arctic life blend with high

adventure—camping among the wolves, traveling with Inupiat hunters, witnessing the Kobuk

River at spring breakup.The poignancy of a village funeral comes to life, hordes of mosquitoes

whine against a tent, a grizzly stands etched against the snow—just a sampling of the images

and events rendered in Jans' transparent, visual prose. Moments of humor are offset by

haunting insights, and by thoughtful reflections on contemporary Inupiaq culture, making A

Place Beyond a book to read and enjoy.
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ago, Clarence Wood and I stood on the crest of a birch knoll, looking out over the upper Kobuk

valley. Before us, thousands of caribou grazed, dark specks trailing off into the blue-white

distance. Clarence turned, his weathered Eskimo face split by a wide grin. “Lots,” he said

quietly. “Lots.”The longer I live here and write, the more I find myself following Clarence’s cue—

turning to simpler words, and fewer of them. My hope, in these twenty-eight brief essays about

life in the Alaskan arctic, is to find words not big enough, but small enough for a landscape and

a place without end.Grandpa’s GhostSeventeen years ago, I slammed the door of my

grandfather’s ’66 Plymouth Belvedere and headed for Alaska. He’d died the year it was new,

before I’d gotten a chance to really know him, but the car had stayed in the family and

eventually been passed down to me. As I rattled five thousand miles across the continent,

pistons wheezing and bearings grumbling, I told myself that Grandpa Paul would have

approved. The son of an immigrant, he’d have known why I’d shoved my last four hundred

bucks in my pocket and fled from a future that looked all too certain.Of course, I was coming



back. Everyone waved cheerfully as I drove off, canoe strapped to the roof of what I privately

called Grandpa’s Ghost.The questions started a year later. “When are you coming home?” my

father asked, his voice echoing over the satellite phone. A retired career diplomat, he could

fathom the lure of distant places, but not the idea of his son pricing canned beans in an Eskimo

village store. My mother, intuitive and theatrical, came closer to understanding. But she wanted

to know when, too.“I don’t know. Next year,” I said, believing the sound of my own voice. But a

year became five, then ten. Even though I was now teaching English, history, and math in the

Ambler school, putting my education to good use and getting paid for it, my parents’ questions

never quite stopped. What was I doing up there, hauling water in buckets and peeing in an

outhouse? When was I going to get on with my life?The real question, though, wasn’t what or

when, but why. I knew they didn’t quite understand what held me here. If only they could sit with

me and watch the caribou flowing south down the Redstone valley, or smell the tundra after a

late spring rain. Come up, I told them, and I’ll show you.Two summers ago, my mother, father,

and sister-in-law Kate stood outside my boarded-up cabin as I fumbled with the padlock. The

late July day was warm and still; mosquitoes buzzed lazily in the fireweed. We’d been traveling

together for three weeks, driving from Oregon to Prince Rupert, then the ferry to Skagway, on

to Whitehorse, and up the highway to Anchorage and Fairbanks—two thousand miles and

change. We’d done all the usual tourist drill: sea otters and eagles . . . check; cheap

souvenirs . . . check; Alaska Railroad . . . check; grizzlies, moose, and mountains . . . check. The 

postcard version of Alaska, most of which I’d never seen, was all interesting and pretty

enough.Okay, spectacular at times. I was just as excited as anyone when a whale rolled fifty

yards off the ferry’s bow. Resurrection Bay was good, too. At Denali Park, we spotted more

critters out of a bus window than I’d be likely to see in a week up north. But all the time I was

restless, and my parents felt it. All this scenery, grand as it was, explained nothing about where

I lived, or why.Now we were home, three hundred miles from the nearest Princess Tour.

“There’s the outhouse behind that tree,” I pointed. “And this bucket here is for drinking water.”

The familiar, comforting shapes of the Jade Mountains shone blue in the evening sun.

Crossbills twittered in the trees.My mother and father nodded quietly. There in the path lay a

caribou leg bone, hoof and all. A four-wheeler roared by, trailing dust. “Tell me,” my father said,

“why you live in the middle of all this trash.” He gestured toward the oil barrels, the snowmobile

carcasses behind the woodpile. I tried to explain. Tight, clean fuel drums were a commodity,

and there were good parts on those machines. Trash? This was wealth.Kate and Mom cleaned

while I unboarded windows, split wood. There were dozens of small chores, and everyone

pitched in. It felt good to be working with my hands again. This was more like it, I thought.

They’re smiling. They like it here.Later on, my neighbors Lynn and Carol told me how Mom and

Dad had confided in them. Though they found everyone here more than friendly, they thought

my cabin was filthy and cluttered, the bed lumpy, my lifestyle primitive. What had gone wrong?

They hadn’t raised their son to live this way.So much for the village. Out in the country, things

would be different. I’d envisioned all of us soaring up the Ambler River in my new jetboat—just

us, the caribou, and the Brooks Range. No crowds of New York tourists looking over our

shoulders, no bogus guide chattering away. We’d camp on a gravel bar forty miles from

anyone, catch grayling from water clear as air, hear wolves howling at twilight. Then they’d

understand.My new boat, however, bought and paid for months ago, hadn’t arrived in Kotzebue

yet. I’d figured to fly down and drive it back the first day. Instead, we were stuck in Ambler,

waiting. The week we’d planned up here was melting away. It wasn’t supposed to go like

this.We never did make it back into the mountains. Instead, we settled for a day trip to Minnie

Gray’s fish camp in a borrowed boat, thirty miles up the broad, dull Kobuk. A nice enough



outing, but hardly what I’d pictured. We caught a few hammer-handle pike, drank coffee with

Minnie and Sarah, and watched them cut fish. On the ride home, my parents shivered in the

wind. Though they didn’t complain once, I knew they were ready to go home.I ended up

spending the next two days in Kotzebue, waiting for my boat. Meanwhile, my parents were back

in Ambler, meeting my friends, both white and Eskimo, telling them stories of their son’s

childhood, reliving a time when we knew each other.The two-hundred-mile ride upriver to

Ambler took another day, and I walked in the door just in time to wave good-bye. We smiled

and hugged at the gravel airstrip; Kate, who’d spent three days working at Minnie’s fish camp,

was radiant. My parents looked tired.As I watched, the little plane faded into the sky, headed

toward Fairbanks, where fifteen years ago I’d parked Grandpa’s Ghost on a back road, put it up

on blocks, and walked off into a new life. I’d like to think the car’s still there; I suspect someone

hauled it off for junk. But if Grandpa could see where his ghost carried me, maybe he’d smile

and nod.Putyuq Always GetNot too good,” Clarence Wood murmurs to me. He and Elwood

Brown stand looking at the sky, conversing quietly in Inupiaq. A dark line of clouds is rising

from the southeast, shouldering against the Waring Mountains.“Snow?” I ask hopefully.“Rain,”

says Clarence.“Rain for sure,” says Elwood. He grins and shrugs as if it’s no big deal, but I

know better. A half hour ago, both he and Clarence were asleep in our duck blind, resting up

after last night’s hunt; now they’re gathering tarps, geese, and gear, loading their sleds with

quiet urgency. I take my cue and join in. We’re twenty miles from Ambler, and the trail home is

collapsing.In the upper Kobuk, from the end of April on, traveling by snowmobile is an

increasingly iffy proposition. Now, in mid-May, the tundra is a quagmire of slush and standing

water; the river ice is rotting away, turning black under the arctic sun. It might still be four feet

thick, but where the current swirls, there are invisible thin spots and holes that can swallow you.

Then there’s overflow: sheets of water running on top of the ice, sometimes several feet deep.

A warm day or two, a good rain, and the river will break up.We know all that, but we’re out here

anyway. Water at this time of year means ducks and geese—Canadas, specklebellies, pintails,

widgeons, and mallards winging north by the thousands. Most won’t stay long; they’re heading

for their nesting grounds on the North Slope. This is the time to hunt, a two-week window

before they’re gone. Sinking your machine now and then is part of the deal. All up and down

the Kobuk, Eskimo hunters are taking the same chances, all for a pot of duck soup, rich with

fat.I’m a little edgy about going out this far, this late in the season, but I trust Clarence. He’s

been doing this late-season stuff longer than I’ve lived, first with dogs, the last twenty-five years

with machines. On the other hand, I’ve also been up to my waist in ice water following him, and

broken down at forty below. But he always makes it home, usually with his sled groaning with

meat—caribou, geese, bear, moose—most of which he gives away in the village.“Putyuq

always get,” the Ambler people say, using his Eskimo name, and nod their approval.This time,

though, we may have pushed our luck too far. We were counting on a cold, clear evening to

freeze things up a bit; driving down last night, we rode a crust of new ice. Even so, Clarence,

Elwood, and I all plowed into overflow at Siglioruk, where the trail swings from the tundra onto

the main river. Grunting and shoving, ice water lapping at the tops of our waders, we’d

managed to keep our engines above the slush. It took almost an hour to cross a hundred yards

to solid ice.Then we’d gone on, to the tip of Onion Portage, where the Kobuk doubles back on

itself. “Right here,” Clarence motioned to a willowy gravel bar with a shallow, half-open slough

in its lee. We built our blind from brush and burlap, and settled down to wait. Elwood brought

out coffee, and Clarence asked, “Where’s your stove?”I’d agreed to bring my little Coleman, but

it had sprung a leak. Instead, I borrowed Lynn and Carol’s MSR, a spidery, hightech miniature

that Clarence had never seen. He and Elwood stood dumbfounded as I pumped up and lit the



tiny burner.Finally Elwood muttered, “What the shit?”Clarence shook his head. “Sometimes I

don’t know about you white people.”The first birds came flying before dawn. Elwood and

Clarence knocked down a couple of pintails, then a specklebelly, and I propped them up as

decoys. Small bunches came steadily; I kept warm by retrieving. Every now and then I’d take a

shot, but I wanted only a couple of geese. There was plenty of time. Clarence and Elwood

swung and fired, seldom missing.Sometime before noon, the action stopped. The sun beat

down until the snow shimmered with heat waves. Songbirds twittered in the willows; Clarence

and Elwood answered them with snores. Drowsy, I wandered down the bar, found a patch of

warm sand, and took off my shirt. Somewhere across the tundra, sandhill cranes squawked

like giant rusty hinges, the doors of summer swinging open.When I’d returned to the blind,

sunburned and shivering in the late afternoon, Clarence and Elwood were just coming to.“You

could make coffee?” Elwood grinned, motioning toward my cartoon stove.A half hour later

we’re riding for home, chased by those dirty clouds. Since I’m not pulling a sled, it’s my job to

lead—about as much of an honor as being point man on a Vietnam jungle patrol. Leaning

forward in the flat light, I strain to keep on our incoming trail. But everything has changed. On

the first sandbar, the snow has evaporated. Where we’d left the river, a twenty-yard patch of ice

has caved in. Ahead, sheets of overflow glisten where there had been solid going. But there’s

no choice for the next few miles; it’s the river or nothing.By the time we reach Siglioruk, I’m

soaking wet and my nerves are shot. Half a dozen times I’ve felt the sickening lurch of ice

giving way, and have just kept afloat by gunning the throttle wide open. Twice I’ve backtracked

to help Clarence and Elwood, mired to the thigh in blue-green slush. But we’ve kept our

engines above water—always the big issue—and avoided the serious holes. Now, just ahead,

lies two hundred yards of freezing slop, with a dark, open lead against the bank. All we have to

do is get across and we’ll be on tundra the last twelve miles.“What you figure, Clarence?” I ask,

knowing the answer.“Well, just have to drive like hell,” he shrugs. I turn, circle to get up speed,

and hydroplane across the channel, engine howling. But it’s no use. Clarence and Elwood’s

sleds, heavy with birds, have bogged down again. I have to go back.Clarence throws me a

rope. With the two machines yoked together, we make solid ground in a roar of spray. Then I go

back for Elwood. Fifteen wet minutes later, we’re all across.“Not too bad,” says Clarence,

lighting a cigarette as I shiver, dumping slush from my waders. “Maybe I’ll come back

tomorrow.”Thin WaterOne June day sixteen years ago, my friend Peter and I stood on the

shores of Walker Lake, listening as the floatplane’s roar faded into the sky. Mounds of gear lay

scattered around us, along with the canoe that would take us seven hundred miles in the next

two months: down the Kobuk from the headwaters, up the Ambler and over Natmaktugiaq Pass

into the Noatak, and downstream to Kotzebue on the Chukchi Sea. For me, ten days new to

Alaska, it seemed the canoe trip of a lifetime.It still does. Though I’ve traveled thousands of

river miles since, I haven’t taken a fly-in, float-out trip in fourteen years, and don’t know when I

will. As a matter of fact, I can’t remember the last time I paddled a canoe. No, wait. It was in

Maine, visiting my parents two summers ago.Face it, in arctic bush Alaska, canoes are for

“floaters,” as the Inupiat call the tourists who travel thousands of miles to play at what The

People once did in earnest. Come to think of it, I don’t know one Eskimo in the northwest arctic

who owns either a canoe or a kayak, though there must be a few.On the other hand, every

family has at least one outboardpowered boat. All eleven villages in the region are on navigable

rivers or the coast. From breakup in June to freezeup in October, motorboats are part of daily

life, and in a land without roads, rivers take the place of highways. Women make regular runs

to fish camp or out berry picking, and the young men hunt beaver, moose, bear, and ducks in

season. Entire families travel huge distances, often hundreds of miles, between summer



camps on the coast and inland villages. Coastal Eskimos range far out to sea in search of

seals, then converge in the fall at the caribou crossings up the Noatak and Kobuk. A round trip

of a hundred miles in an aluminum skiff pushed by twenty-five-horsepower “motors” is a trifling

matter, hardly worth mentioning.Though I first came to Ambler in a canoe, I soon learned the

damn thing was almost worthless. Paddling upstream was a career, and if you floated down,

how would you get back? The country started on your doorstep, and without a motor, you were

a prisoner. My canoe ended up rotting on the bank. It just wasn’t enough in a place so big that

twenty miles meant nothing.
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